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Introduction & motivation

• Why resonances?

• Search for new physics! Many proposed extensions to SM will be expressed in heavy resonances visible 
at the LHC.

• Experimentally clean: sum invariant mass of two objects, and look for ‘bumps’

• Spoiler! No excesses seen, so will be concentrating on limits.

• Will describe the hunt via various final state topologies:

• dileptons ; diphoton ; dijets ; jets+photons ; diboson ; MET+charged leptons ; ditop

• Results are interpreted in terms of benchmark models, but most limits are presented in a general way & 
can therefore be interpreted in many models

• Models include:

• Randall-Sundrum model predicts tower of Kaluza-Klein excitations of the graviton/gluon. 

• Z' - either from SSM, or additional large symmetry groups (E6). 

• generic resonance with a mass and width
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Dilepton 
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Event display of an event with an invariant mass of 1256 GeV in the ρ-z plane of the detector
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Dilepton
• Very clean signatures:

• 2 isolated high pT e or μ 
• ATLAS(CMS):

• e: ET > 25(35 barrel or 40 
endcap) GeV and |η| < 
2.47(2.5)  

• μ: pT > 25(35) GeV.

• Suppress all reducible 
backgrounds 

• Drell-Yan dominates background 
in search region

• Mass spectra consistent with 
expectations from SM 

• ATLAS: p-values of 13% (82%) 
for the dielectron (dimuon) 
channels.
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Dilepton - limits
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Diphoton
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Dominique Fortin 

RS Graviton: diphoton (2.12 fb-1) 

22!

  Benchmark:  RS G* 
  mass and coupling are free parameters 

  Use NLO predictions 

  Very clean signature: 
  2 high pT isolated photon 
  Bump in diphoton invariant mass 

  Backgrounds: 
  Irreducible SM γγ (DIPHOX) 
  Reducible γ+jet, jet+jet   from data 

  Suppress reducible backgrounds 
  Use tight photon selection + isolation 
  Remove Z→ ee candidates 

  No excess found 
  mG* > 1.85 TeV @ 95% for k/MPl = 0.1 
  mG* > 0.79 TeV @ 95% for k/MPl = 0.01 
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RS Graviton: diphoton (2.12 fb-1) 

22!

  Benchmark:  RS G* 
  mass and coupling are free parameters 

  Use NLO predictions 

  Very clean signature: 
  2 high pT isolated photon 
  Bump in diphoton invariant mass 

  Backgrounds: 
  Irreducible SM γγ (DIPHOX) 
  Reducible γ+jet, jet+jet   from data 

  Suppress reducible backgrounds 
  Use tight photon selection + isolation 
  Remove Z→ ee candidates 

  No excess found 
  mG* > 1.85 TeV @ 95% for k/MPl = 0.1 
  mG* > 0.79 TeV @ 95% for k/MPl = 0.01 
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Searches for high mass resonances with the CMS detector

Toyoko J. Orimoto1,a, on behalf of the CMS Collaboration
1 CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract. New heavy resonances are predicted by many extensions of the standard model of particle physics.
Recent results for high mass resonance searches with the Compact Muon Solenoid detector, in the diphoton,
dilepton, dijet and tt channels, are discussed. Limits for numerous benchmark models are presented.

1 Introduction

We present recent results for high mass resonance searches
with the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector. The
searches are conducted in a model independent manner,
looking for excesses in the diphoton, dilepton, dijet, and
tt invariant mass spectra. As no excesses above standard
model (SM) expectations are observed, limits are computed,
probing a variety of benchmark models, such as those pre-
dicting Randall-Sundrum (RS) gravitons [1], extra heavy
gauge bosons (Z0, W 0) [2], and other exotic phenomena.

2 The CMS Detector

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a supercon-
ducting solenoid, of 6m internal diameter, providing a field
of 3.8 T. Within the field volume are the silicon pixel and
strip tracker, the crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL)
and the brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL).
Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded
in the steel return yoke. In addition to the barrel and end-
cap detectors, CMS has extensive forward calorimetry. A
more detailed description can be found in Ref. [3].

3 Diphoton Resonances

Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravitons predicted by RS warped ex-
tra dimensions may manifest themselves as high mass res-
onances in the diphoton invariant mass spectrum. The dipho-
ton channel has the advantage that the branching ratio for
spin-2 gravitons is twice that to leptons. Two isolated pho-
tons are selected with ET > 70 GeV and |⌘| < 1.44. The re-
sulting diphoton invariant mass distribution with 2.2 fb�1

of data is shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The expected background
arising from irreducible SM diphoton production is esti-
mated using simulation, scaled by a next-to-leading or-
der mass dependent K factor. Instrumental backgrounds,
arising from �+jet and dijet processes, in which the jets
are misidentified as photons, are estimated using a data-
driven fake rate method. Observing no excess in the dipho-
ton invariant mass distribution above SM expectations, up-
per limits are set on the production cross section for RS

a e-mail: toyoko.orimoto@cern.ch
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Fig. 1. Diphoton invariant mass spectrum. Observed event yields
(points with error bars) and background expectations (filled solid
histograms) as a function of the diphoton invariant mass. The
shaded band around the background estimation corresponds to
the average systematic uncertainty over the spectrum. The last
bin includes the sum of all contributions for M�� > 2.0 TeV. The
simulated distributions for two signal hypotheses are shown for
comparison as dotted (ADD) and dashed (RS) lines.

gravitons, using the CLS technique [5,6]. The limits on
the cross section are translated into lower limits on the
model parameters (Fig. 2), where M1 is the mass of the
first graviton excitation, and k̃ is a dimensionless parame-
ter which quantifies the strength of the graviton coupling
to SM fields. We exclude at the 95% confidence level (CL)
resonant graviton production in the RS1 model with values
of M1 < 0.86 � 1.84 TeV, depending on k̃.

4 Dilepton Resonances

High mass dilepton resonances may arise in models with
extra heavy gauge bosons, as well as in the RS warped ex-
tra dimension scenario. In this search, two isolated leptons
with pT > 35 GeV (40 GeV for endcap electrons) are re-
quired, in addition to further quality criteria. In the case of
dimuons, opposite-sign is required. The resulting dielec-
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• Very clean signature: 

• 2 high pT isolated photon 

• Bump in diphoton invariant mass 

• Backgrounds: 

• Irreducible SM γγ  

• Reducible γ+jet, jet+jet → from data 

• Suppress reducible backgrounds 

• Tight photon selection + isolation 

• Remove Z→ ee candidates 

• Limits:
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Fig. 2. The 95% CL exclusion region for the RS1 graviton model
in the M1-k̃ plane. The expected limits coincide very closely with
the measured limits and so are not shown in the figure. Also
shown are bounds due to electroweak constraints and naturalness
(⇤⇡ > 10 TeV). Perturbativity requirements bound k̃ < 0.10.

tron and dimuon invariant mass distributions from 1.1 fb�1

of data can be seen in Fig. 3 [7]. The expected background
from irreducible SM Drell-Yan production is estimated us-
ing simulation, normalized to the Z0 peak in data. Back-
grounds with prompt leptons (tt, tW, dibosons) are cross-
checked using a data-driven method counting e-µ pairs.
Backgrounds with jets misidentified as leptons (W+jet, di-
jets) are estimated using a fake rate measured from a jet-
enriched data sample. Lastly, cosmic muon backgrounds
are rejected by imposing topological criteria.

The dilepton analysis is a shape-based search, making
no assumptions on the absolute background rate; this is
achieved by normalizing the results to the Z0 peak. We set
limits, using a Bayesian technique, on the ratio (R�) of the
cross section for Z0 (or GKK) production to the cross sec-
tion for SM Z0 production (Fig. 4). The limits on R� can be
interpreted as lower limits on Z0 (GKK) mass. We exclude
at 95% CL a Z0 with SM-like couplings (Z0SSM) with mass
< 1940 GeV, the superstring-inspired Z0 < 1620 GeV, and
RS GKK < 1450 (1780) GeV for k̃ =0.05 (0.10).

5 Dijet Resonances

Dijets can be used to probe a variety of beyond-the-SM sig-
natures, including string resonances [8], E6 diquarks [9],
excited quarks [10], axigluons [11], colorons [12], W0 and
Z0, and RS gravitons. We perform a general model inde-
pendent shape-based search for three types of resonances
(qq, qg, gg), the di↵erences arising from final state radia-
tion (FSR).

We require the two leading jets have |⌘| <2.5 and |�⌘|
<1.3 and dijet invariant mass > 838 GeV. To recover radi-
ation lost through FSR and to improve the dijet mass reso-
lution, we combine particle flow [13] jets with the anti-kT
algorithm (R = 0.5) into “wide jets”. QCD multijets com-
prise the main background, following a smoothly falling
dijet mass distribution predicted by the SM. Fig. 5 shows
the dijet invariant mass spectrum with 1.0 fb�1, where the
expected background from QCD multijets is described with
a functional fit [14]. The systematic uncertainties from the
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Fig. 3. Invariant mass spectrum of µ+µ� (top) and ee (bottom)
events. Data is represented by points with error bars. The uncer-
tainties on the data points (statistical only) represent 68% confi-
dence intervals for the Poisson means. The filled histograms rep-
resent the expectations from SM processes.
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This shows a high-mass 
dijet event with two leading 
jets, collected in April 2011

 The invariant mass of the 
dijet system is 4.0 TeV
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Dijet 
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2011 Hadron Collider Physics symposium (HCP-2011)
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Fig. 5. Dijet mass spectrum from wide jets (points) compared to
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and string resonance signals (long-dashed). The QCD prediction
has been normalized to the data. The error bars are statistical only.
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jet energy scale and resolution are 2% and 10%, respec-
tively. The 95% CL upper limits on the product of the cross
section and branching ratio and acceptance, computed us-
ing a Bayesian approach, are shown in Fig. 6. We exclude
masses for string resonances < 4.00 TeV, E6 diquarks <
3.52 TeV, excited quarks < 2.49 TeV, axigluons/ colorons
< 2.47 TeV, and W 0 bosons < 1.51 TeV. No limits on Z0
or RS gravitons are set. The use of wide-jets improves the
limits by 20% for gg, 10% for qg, and 5% for qq.

Fig. 7. Expected and observed 95% CL upper limits on �(pp!
Z0 ! tt) for narrow resonances Z0, as a function of invariant
mass. The topcolor Z0 cross section is from [17], updated to

p
s =

7 TeV via private communication.

6 tt̄ Resonances: Semileptonic Decay

New bosons with enhanced coupling to the top quark ap-
pear in many SM extensions, such as those predicting ax-
igluons and KK gluons [15]. We present a search for heavy
tt resonances in the semileptonic (qqb)(µ⌫b) final state, fo-
cusing on highly boosted top pairs with decay products
narrowly collimated along the direction of the top. Back-
grounds arise from SM tt, W/Z+jets, single top, and QCD
multijets.

For high mass tt, the decay products of the hadronic-
decaying top can have small opening angles in the detec-
tor frame. Thus, instead of requiring four jets, we require
two particle flow jets with pT > 50 GeV and |⌘| < 2.4, with
the leading jet pT > 250 GeV; jets are reconstructed with
the anti-kT algorithm (R =0.5). The high top pT also re-
sults in low �R =

p
(��)2 + (�⌘)2 between the µ and b,

making it di�cult to require the muon be well-isolated.
To suppress QCD multijet backgrounds, we thus apply a
two-dimensional requirement, �R > 0.5 or pT,rel > 25 GeV,
where pT,rel is the magnitude of the pµ component orthog-
onal to the jet axis. In addition, muons are required to have
pT > 35 GeV and |⌘| < 2.1. Events with additional muons or
electrons (from tt and Z0 decays) are vetoed. Lastly, HT,lep,
the scalar sum of the muon pT and missing transverse en-
ergy (MET), is required to be > 150 GeV.

Fig. 7 shows the resulting 95% CL upper limits on the
cross section for a benchmark topcolor Z0 [16], computing
using a Bayesian method. The largest uncertainties come
from the jet energy resolution (10�20%) and the jet energy
scale (2 � 3%). With 1.1 fb�1, we exclude a topcolor Z0 of
width 3% in the mass regions 805 < mZ0 < 935 GeV and
960 < mZ0 < 1060 GeV.

7 tt̄ Resonances: All-Hadronic Decay

The motivations for studying the fully hadronic decay of tt
are similar to those for the semileptonic search. Likewise,
the all-hadronic search exploits the highly boosted nature
of the top quarks from high mass resonances. Moreover,
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6 tt̄ Resonances: Semileptonic Decay

New bosons with enhanced coupling to the top quark ap-
pear in many SM extensions, such as those predicting ax-
igluons and KK gluons [15]. We present a search for heavy
tt resonances in the semileptonic (qqb)(µ⌫b) final state, fo-
cusing on highly boosted top pairs with decay products
narrowly collimated along the direction of the top. Back-
grounds arise from SM tt, W/Z+jets, single top, and QCD
multijets.

For high mass tt, the decay products of the hadronic-
decaying top can have small opening angles in the detec-
tor frame. Thus, instead of requiring four jets, we require
two particle flow jets with pT > 50 GeV and |⌘| < 2.4, with
the leading jet pT > 250 GeV; jets are reconstructed with
the anti-kT algorithm (R =0.5). The high top pT also re-
sults in low �R =
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making it di�cult to require the muon be well-isolated.
To suppress QCD multijet backgrounds, we thus apply a
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where pT,rel is the magnitude of the pµ component orthog-
onal to the jet axis. In addition, muons are required to have
pT > 35 GeV and |⌘| < 2.1. Events with additional muons or
electrons (from tt and Z0 decays) are vetoed. Lastly, HT,lep,
the scalar sum of the muon pT and missing transverse en-
ergy (MET), is required to be > 150 GeV.

Fig. 7 shows the resulting 95% CL upper limits on the
cross section for a benchmark topcolor Z0 [16], computing
using a Bayesian method. The largest uncertainties come
from the jet energy resolution (10�20%) and the jet energy
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• Selection:

• CMS: |η|<2.5, |Δη|<1.3, mjj > 838 
GeV

• ATLAS: |η|<2.8, mjj > 850 GeV

• Systematic uncertainty from 
JES & resolution  

• Exclude masses (ATLAS)

• excited quarks < 3.35  TeV

• colour octet scalars < 1.94 TeV

• + simple Gaussian + more

• Exclude masses (CMS):

• string resonances < 4 TeV, 

• excited quarks <2.49 TeV, 

• axigluons/colorons < 2.47 TeV 

• W’ bosons<1.51 TeV. + more

ATLAS-CONF-2012-038 Phys. Lett. B 704, 123 (2011)
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Photon+Jet
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Photon+Jet

• Benchmark model:

• excited quark

• Signature

• at least 1 isolated photon 
(ATLAS: ET>85 GeV, |η|<1.37) 
+ 1 jet

• 95% CL limits on a generic 
Gaussian resonance and q* 
(Bayesian approach)

• ATLAS: Exclude the excited-
quark model in the photon-jet 
final state for masses up to 
2.46 TeV.
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gamma + jet - 2.11 fb-1

21

1112.3580 - submitted to PRL
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ATLAS

Generic resonance search in mγjet and excited quark q* 
interpretation - Signature: at least 1 isolated photon (ET>85 GeV, |η|<1.37) 
+ 1 jet

BUMPHUNTER search - no significant deviation from expectation

95% CL limits on a generic Gaussian resonance and q* (Bayesian approach)

mq* < 2.46 TeV (Λ=ml*) mG < 2 TeV (σxBxAxε ~ 5 fb)

arXiv:1112.3580
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The invariant mass of the two muons attributed to the Z is 92 GeV. The transverse mass of the potential W boson is 88 GeV.

Diboson
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Diboson

• Search for ZZ resonances

• ATLAS 2 final states:
• lljj - 2 isolated leptons. 2 signal regions to optimise 

sensitivity.
• Main background: production of a Z/γ∗ with 

associated jets.

• llll - diboson mass > 300 GeV.
• Main background: (Z/γ∗)(Z/γ∗) production,

• Limits:

13

1 Introduction

With the recent startup of the Large Hadron Collider, the Standard Model (SM) is being subjected to
new, more stringent tests of its validity at high pT. One common signature of phenomena beyond the
SM is an enhanced production of events with many leptons which can be produced in a variety of new
physics models, for example those involving supersymmetry [1], extra bosons (W0 or Z0) [2], seesaw
mediators [3], leptoquarks [4, 5], or technicolor particles [6]. In this note, two searches are presented
for new phenomena in events with four charged leptons. Unless otherwise noted, charged leptons are
restricted to electrons and muons, and are denoted by `.

The first analysis is a signature-based search for events with four or more isolated leptons that have
no opposite-sign (OS) same-flavor (SF) pairs falling inside a Z mass window. The ZZ production cross
section has recently been measured by ATLAS and has been found to be consistent with SM expec-
tations [7]. The SM predicts very few four-lepton events outside the ZZ kinematic region and so the
observation of even a few events could be a clear indication of new phenomena. The SM expectation is
tested in a model-independent way, but the results are also interpreted in the context of signatures of new
phenomena. Upper limits on the cross section of four-lepton production are set within a fiducial region
using selection and reconstruction e�ciencies (see Figure 1 left) from doubly-charged Higgs produc-
tion [8, 9], but that are also applicable to other non-ZZ four-lepton production, such as doubly-charged
scalars in seesaw Type II models or lepton triplets in seesaw Type III models [3].

The second analysis searches for diboson resonances, which are predicted by many extensions to the
SM, including warped extra dimensions, grand unified theories, and dynamical electroweak symmetry
breaking models such as technicolor. The ZZ resonance is modeled assuming a spin-2 Randall-Sundrum
(RS) Graviton (G) [10, 11]. Figure 1 (right) shows the leading order Feynman diagram for RS graviton
production. CDF searched for ZZ resonances using four-lepton events and excluded such a resonance
with mass less than 491 GeV [12]. A more recent analysis reports an excess of 4` events over the
SM backgrounds at 327 GeV, although not confirmed in `` j j or ``⌫⌫ channels [13], where j denotes
a jet and ⌫ denotes a neutrino of any flavor. We report limits on �(pp ! G) ⇥ BF(G ! ZZ) which
may be interpreted more generally as limiting any resonance with similar kinematics but di↵erent cross
section or branching fraction to ZZ; for example, graviton models in which decays to heavy bosons are
enhanced [14, 15]. These models circumvent existing mass exclusions in photon and charged-lepton
decay modes of the graviton.

Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for pair production of doubly-charged Higgs bosons decaying to same-sign
same-flavor lepton pairs, H++H�� ! `+`+`�`� (left) and for production of massive graviton decaying
to opposite-sign same-flavor pairs ZZ ! `+`�`0+`0� (right).

This note is organized as follows. The ATLAS detector, data samples and event selection are de-
scribed. Then, the background estimation and systematic uncertainties are discussed. Control regions
are examined to validate the background model. The search for new physics in the non-ZZ kinematic
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Figure 2: Distribution of the four lepton invariant mass for the selected events. The misidenti-
fied lepton background is negligible and not shown. Hypothetical graviton signal distributions
are overlaid. The hatched area shows the uncertainty on the background prediction. The re-
gion with m

````

< 300 GeV, to the left of the solid black line, serves as a ZZ control region;
the signal region, indicated by the arrow, is m

````

> 300 GeV. Overflow events are shown in
the highest mass bin. Numerical values are given in Table 3.

7. Statistical analysis

To test for possible resonances we search for an excess in the full spectrum
using the bumphunter algorithm [43]. No significant excess is found in the
````, low-mass ``jj or high-mass ``jj spectra. The largest excesses have p-
values of 0.07, 0.08, and 0.08 respectively, corresponding to significances of
1.5�, 1.4�, 1.4�, respectively.

Observing no significant excess, we calculate limits on the production cross
section times branching ratio for a narrow ZZ resonance from the ```` channel
and the ``jj channels separately, as well as for the combined channel. In the
``jj channel, the background falls quickly and the resonance is expected to be
fairly narrow; statistical analysis for each hypothesized mass is therefore done
as a counting experiment using a single bin that surrounds the hypothesized
mass. The mass windows are chosen to optimize the expected limit in the
background-only hypothesis. In the ```` channel, the background is very low and
the knowledge of the mass dependence of the misidentified lepton background
is limited by the small number of events in the sample used to estimate its
contribution. Hence, a single wide window, m

````

> 300 GeV, is used. Limits
are evaluated at a specific set of mass points and interpolated between them, as
the background levels and signal acceptance are smoothly varying.

Limits are set using the CLs method [44, 45], a modified frequentist ap-
proach. In this method a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) test statistic is formed
using the Poisson probabilities for estimated background yields, the signal ac-

12

Table 5: For spin-2 RS1 graviton models, the theoretical prediction of �(pp ! G

⇤ ! ZZ)
using a coupling of k/m̄pl = 0.1; acceptance of the G

⇤ ! ZZ ! ```` fiducial region defined
in the text, and the e�ciency of the selection described in the text; the median expected
and observed 95% CL upper limits on �(pp ! G

⇤ ! ZZ) using the fiducial cross-section
limit. We use B(G⇤ ! ZZ)=4.5% [46] and �(pp ! G

⇤) at leading order from pythia with
k/m̄pl = 0.1; predictions scale as (k/m̄pl)2. As is done with the ```` fiducial limit, the lowest
selection e�ciency (61%) is used to set limits on all mass points.

Graviton Theory Fid. Sel. Exp. Obs.
Mass k/m̄pl = 0.1 Acc. E↵. Limit Limit
(GeV) (pb) (pb) (pb)
325 950 23% 61% 4.0 4.0
350 42 27% 61% 3.3 3.3
500 6.5 28% 63% 3.2 3.2
750 0.69 31% 66% 2.9 2.9
1000 0.13 32% 66% 2.8 2.8
1250 0.03 33% 67% 2.7 2.7
1500 0.01 35% 66% 2.6 2.6
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Figure 5: Expected and observed 95% CL limits for G

⇤ ! ZZ for the combined ``jj+````

channels. The leading-order theoretical prediction is also shown for k/m̄pl = 0.1. Theoretical
predictions scale with (k/m̄pl)2.
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W Z → lνl′l′
• Look for resonant structure in the 

WZ → lνl′l′ (l,l′ = e,μ) production.

• Selection

• ATLAS: two oppositely-charged 
same-flavor leptons with an 
invariant mass within 20 GeV of 
the Z boson mass, plus a third 
lepton and Emiss > 25 GeV.

• Limits:
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TABLE I: The estimated background yields, the observed number of data events, and the predicted signal yield for a W ! boson
with a mass of 750 GeV and a !T technimeson with a mass of 500 GeV using pythia are shown after applying all signal selection
cuts, for each of the four considered channels and for their combination. For the !T production, the relation maT

= 1.1!m!T

is used. The first error denotes the statistical uncertainty and the second the systematic uncertainty.

e"ee µ"ee e"µµ µ"µµ Combined
WZ 6.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.5 7.6 ± 0.2 ± 0.5 9.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.5 11.6 ± 0.2 ± 0.6 34.6 ± 0.4 ± 1.9

ZZ 0.25 ± 0.06 +
"

0.04
0.09 0.48 ± 0.09 +

"

0.11
0.05 0.37 ± 0.07 +

"

0.13
0.09 0.63 ± 0.10 +

"

0.13
0.04 1.7 ± 0.2 +

"

0.4
0.2

Z# 1.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 " 1.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.8 " 2.3 ± 0.7 +
"

1.1
0.6

$$! + jets 1.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.5 +
"

0.6
0.8 3.0 ± 0.7 +

"

1.6
1.9 1.0 ± 0.4 +

"

0.5
0.6 6.4 ± 1.0 +

"

3.2
4.0

Overall backgrounds 8.9 ± 0.8 ± 1.0 9.3 ± 0.5 +
"

0.8
1.0 13.6 ± 0.8 +

"

2.0
2.2 13.2 ± 0.5 +

"

0.9
1.0 45.0 ± 1.3 +

"

4.2
4.7

Data 9 7 16 16 48

W ! # WZ (mW! = 750 GeV) 0.74 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 0.82 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 1.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 3.64 ± 0.08 ± 0.19

!T # WZ (m!T = 500 GeV) 0.68 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 0.79 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 1.11 ± 0.07 ± 0.07 3.55 ± 0.13 ± 0.20
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FIG. 3: The observed and expected limits on %!Br for W ! # WZ (a) and pp # !T , aT # WZ (b). The theoretical prediction
is shown with a systematic uncertainty of 5% due to the choice of PDF and is estimated by comparing the di!erences between
the predictions of the nominal PDF set MRST2007 LO# and the ones given by MSTW2008 LO PDF using the LHAPDF
framework. The green and yellow bands represent respectively the 1% and 2% uncertainty on the expected limit.
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2 3 Signal and Background Modeling
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Figure 1: The rTC (and aTC) production in pp collisions at the LHC occurs primarily through
quark annihilation into an intermediate W⇤ boson.

tem is composed of a pixel detector with three barrel layers at radii between 4.4 and 10.2 cm
and a silicon strip tracker with 10 barrel detection layers extending outwards to a radius of
1.1 m. Each system is completed by two end caps, extending the acceptance up to |h| < 2.5.
A lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter with fine transverse (Dh, Df) granular-
ity and a brass-scintillator hadronic calorimeter surround the tracking volume and cover the
region |h| < 3. The steel return yoke outside the solenoid is in turn instrumented with gas
detectors which are used to identify muons in the range |h| < 2.4. The barrel region is covered
by drift tube chambers and the end cap region by cathode strip chambers, each complemented
by resistive plate chambers.

3 Signal and Background Modeling

The signal and background samples have been obtained using detailed Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The Monte Carlo event generator PYTHIA 6.4 [20] has been used for producing the W 0 and
rTC [21] samples. Fully leptonic decays W ! `n and Z ! `+`� with ` = e, µ are considered
in this analysis. The contribution of the leptonic decays of t’s from W or Z is considered as a
background.

The W 0 samples have been generated in steps of 100 GeV ranging from 300 to 900 GeV. For TC,
we concentrate on three LSTC mass points not excluded by other experiments which cover
a phase space region accessible with less than 5 fb�1. These masses along with the pro-
duction cross sections for signal (rTC/ aTC) convoluted with the decay branching fractions
to WZ and their subsequent leptonic decays are listed in Table 1. The implementation in
PYTHIA includes both the vector and axial-vector resonances, rTC and aTC respectively, with
M(aTC) = 1.1M(rTC). This helps to naturally suppress the electroweak parameter S, since the
first set of vector resonances (rTC) and the first set of axial-vector resonances (aTC) are nearly
degenerate. In addition, the TC parameters, MV (for techni-vectors) and MA (for aTC), were set
to be equal to M(rTC) and M(wTC), where M(wTC) is the mass of the wTC particle.

The relationship between M(rTC) and M(pTC) significantly affects the BR(rTC ! WZ). If
M(rTC) > 2M(pTC), the WZ branching ratio is reduced by approximately ten times, while the
WZ branching ratio approaches 100% if M(rTC) < M(pTC) + MW . For this study we assume
a parameter set used in the Les Houches study [21] (M(pTC) =

3
4 M(rTC)� 25 GeV) and also

investigate the dependence of the results on the relative values of the rTC and pTC masses.

Some of the background processes have been generated using PYTHIA, while the others have
been generated using the ALPGEN [22], MADGRAPH [23] and POWHEG [24] generators. These
backgrounds can be divided into physics and instrumental. The physics backgrounds include
ZZ production in which one of the leptons is either outside the detector acceptance or mis-
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!T using pythia. The ""!+jets and Z# background con-351

tributions to themWZ
T distribution are extrapolated using

exponential functions to extend over the full mWZ
T signal

region. The transverse mass distribution is used to build354

a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) test statistic [36], which al-
lows the compatibility of the data with the presence of
a signal in addition to the background to be assessed, in357

a modified frequentist approach [37]. Confidence levels
for the signal plus background hypothesis, CLs+b, and
background-only hypothesis, CLb, are computed by in-360

tegrating the LLR distributions obtained from simulated
pseudo-experiments using Poisson statistics. The confi-
dence level for the signal hypothesis CLs, defined as the363

ratio CLs+b/CLb, is used to determine the exclusion lim-
its.

The probability that the background fluctuations give366

rise to an excess at least as large as that observed in
data has been computed as the p-value = 1 ! CLb and
is reported in Table III for the signal hypothesis of a W !

369

particle with mass from 200 GeV to 1 TeV. Since no sta-
tistically significant excess is observed for any value of
the W ! mass, limits are derived on the production cross372

section times branching ratio ($"Br) for a W ! decaying
to WZ. The 95% CL limit on $ " Br is defined as the
value giving CLs = 0.05. The upper limit on $ " Br for375

pp # W ! # WZ as a function of theW ! mass is shown in
Fig. 3(a) and the values are reported in Table III. Simula-
tion ofW ! bosons is performed formW ! between 200 GeV378

and 1 TeV with a 150 to 250 GeV mass spacing, and an
interpolation procedure provides mWZ

T shape templates
with a 50 GeV spacing. The mWZ

T shapes from the fully381

simulated samples have been fitted with a Crystal Ball
function using RooFit [38]. The obtained Crystal Ball
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FIG. 2: (color online) Observed and predicted mWZ
T distri-

bution for events with all selection cuts applied. Predictions
from three W ! samples with masses of 350 GeV, 500 GeV
and 750 GeV and a !T sample with a mass of 500 GeV using
pythia are also shown.

parameters are fitted as a function of the W ! mass and384

the functional value for these parameters is then used to
build the mWZ

T templates for the intermediate W ! mass
points. The observed (expected) exclusion limit on the387

W ! mass is found to be 760 (776) GeV.
The observed (expected) limits on $ " Br for the !T

technimeson are presented in Fig. 3(b) assuming maT =390

1.1m!T
and unpolarized W and Z decays. This corre-

sponds to an observed (expected) limit on the !T mass of
467 (506) GeV. A limit on the !T mass of 456 (482) GeV is393

obtained ifmaT $ m!T
. Assuming A"% for the !T signal

to be equal to that of theW ! signal, which is estimated by
accounting for predominantly longitudinal W and Z po-396

larization, the observed (expected) limit on the !T mass
is 483 (553) GeV for maT = 1.1m!T

, and 469 (507) GeV
for maT $ m!T

. Table IV summarizes these limits,399

which all assume the relation m!T
= m"T

+mW .
Figure 4 shows the 95% CL expected and observed

excluded regions in the (m!T
, m"T

) plane for maT =402

1.1m!T
and maT $ m!T

, respectively. Results are also
shown under the two assumptions on A " % for the !T
signal.405

CONCLUSION

A search for resonant production of a pair of WZ
bosons with three charged leptons in the final state has408

been performed using 1.02 fb"1 of data collected with the
ATLAS detector in pp collisions at

%
s = 7 TeV at the

LHC. No significant excess of events is observed and up-411

per limits on the production cross section times branch-
ing ratio of new physics using the transverse mass of the
WZ system are derived. EGM W ! bosons with masses414

up to 760 GeV are excluded at 95% CL. LSTC !T tech-
nimesons with masses up to 467 GeV and 456 GeV are
excluded at 95% CL for maT = 1.1m!T

and maT $ m!T
417

respectively using the pythia implementation of !T pro-
duction. Assuming the kinematics of the W ! produc-
tion and decay are valid for the !T technimeson, !T with420

masses up to 483 GeV and 469 GeV are excluded for
maT = 1.1m!T

and maT $ m!T
respectively. The spe-

cific mass hierarchy assumption m!T
= m"T

+mW and423

the mixing angle sin& = 1/3 are used.
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Jet: 

pT = 61.7 GeV/c 

η = 0.81 

Muon: 

pT = 64.4 GeV/c 

η = 0.29 

Missing ET: 

65.9 GeV 

Run:          163480 

Event:   81224410 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Ditop

• Important channel

• Topcolor Z' is leptophobic and decays preferentially to t or u 

• Chosen RS KKGluon models couple more strongly to the top 
than other SM particles.

• Various channels considered, with different challenges

• All-hadronic - 6 jets. 

• Semi-leptonic (qqb)(μνb)

• Dilepton 

• Decay products boosted:

• Jets can merge - look for “subjets”

• Different algorithms used depending on event topology

16

In Standard Model, the top quark is expected to decay to a W boson and down-type quark. However, 

the branching fractions for (t→Wd) and (t→Ws) decays are strongly suppressed by the square of the 

corresponding CKM amplitudes (Vtd and Vts), making B(t→Wb)≈99.8% the only channel with enough 

statistics for a thorough analysis.3

The W boson can  decay either  into  lepton+neutrino or  quark+antiquark (see the  figure below), 

resulting in the following event topologies for the (t→Wb) decay:

● All-hadronic (44%), where each W hadronizes into two jets. These events, characterized by 

6 energetic jets in the final state, are very challenging to trigger and analyze due to large QCD 

backgrounds.

● τ (21%), where at least one W decays into a tau+neutrino. These events are also hard to 

identify because  τ's  can decay into leptons or hadrons, making them indistinguishable from 

other final states, thus contaminating other samples.

● Dileptonic (5%),  where  both  W's  decay  into  an  electron  or  a  muon.  These  events  are 

characterized  by 2  energetic,  isolated  leptons  of  opposite  charges,  two b  jets,  and  missing 

transverse energy from neutrinos. Although it suffers from a low branching ratio and presence 

of two missing ET vectors, this channel provides a clean signature and is easy to trigger, making 

it important for the top discovery.

● Semileptonic (30%)  channel  offers  a  compromise  between  all-hadronic  and  dileptonic 

channels, with one isolated lepton, two b-jets, and two light-quark jets from the W. This channel 

was also instrumental in the discovery of the top and measurement of its mass.

CDF detector4

At Tevatron, beams of protons and antiprotons are accelerated to an energy of 980 GeV and collided 

at two general purpose detectors – CDF and D0. CDF consists of several detection layers arranged 

coaxially around the beamline.

The innermost layer is a tracking system enclosed by a solenoid that generates a 1.4-T magnetic 

field. It consists of silicon detectors and a drift chamber, providing high-resolution measurement of 

charged particle momenta. The silicon detectors are located near the beam extending radially to 22 cm, 

and are discussed in the next section. The drift chamber consists of a set of axial and small-angle stereo 

sense wires, providing tracking in the r-z plane to an outer radius of 132 cm.

The  solenoid  and  tracking  volume  are  surrounded  by  calorimeters  extending  to  an  η  of  4.2. 

Electromagnetic calorimeter is composed of alternating layers of scintillator and aluminum-covered 

lead, and measures energy deposited by electrons and photons. Beyond it, hadronic calorimeter samples 

energies  of  hadronic  jets  in  a  series  of  scintillators  and steel  absorbers.  The calorimetry output  is 

3 The Top Quark, T.M. Liss and A. Quadt, 2006

4 Based on the overview from «Initial State Gluon Radiation in Drell-Yan Dilepton Production», A. Rahlin et al, 2005
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tt - ATLAS
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• Two channels:
• Dilepton channel:

• isolated electrons: ET > 25 GeV and |η| < 
2.47.

• isolated muons: pT > 20 GeV with |η| < 2.5
• HT>150 GeV

• Lepton+jets:
• 1 isolated, triggered lepton
• b-tagged jet required

• Limits set:

-

ATLAS-CONF-2011-123

ATLAS-CONF-2012-029
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Figure 4: Expected and observed limits on cross section times branching ratio at 95% C.L. and expected
cross section for a Randall-Sundrum KK-gluon gKK . Cross sections were calculated using the MRST
2007 LO! PDF.

Table 3: Expected and observed lower limits on the KK-gluon mass in the Randall-Sundrum model
Mass Limit (TeV)

gqqgKK /gs Expected Observed
-0.20 0.80 0.84
-0.25 0.88 0.88
-0.30 0.95 0.92
-0.35 1.02 0.96

KK-gluon production as well as upper limits at 95% C.L. on the mass of the KK-gluon in the Randall-
Sundrum model of 0.84 TeV.

For resonance masses above approximately 1 TeV, the top quark decay products start to become
strongly collimated. A search taking into account such final state topologies as well as reconstruction of
the resonance mass is the subject of a forthcoming analysis.

9

ATLAS-CONF-2011-123
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Figure 3: Reconstructed tt̄ mass for all events (left) and for events with a jet with mass m j > 60 GeV
(right), on linear (top) and logarithmic (bottom) scales. The electron and muon channels have been
added together and all events beyond the range of the histogram have been added to the last bin. The
grey hashed area shows the background normalization uncertainties.
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Dilepton

l+jets
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tt - CMS
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• Semileptonic final state (l+jets)
• Event selection

• Two particle flow jets with pT > 50 GeV and |η| < 
2.4, leading jet pT > 250 GeV

• muons(electrons) are required to have pT > 35(70) 
GeV and |η| < 2.1(2.5)

• Limits: 
• e+jets: A limit of 2.51(0.62) pb is set for Z′ mass 

1(2) TeV 

• Hadronic final state
• Two hemisphere types:

• 1 (high boost) - all 3 jets merged into one
• 2 ( moderate boost) - only 2 jets merged.

• (No note for new plots)

-
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO11006Winter2012
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Conclusion

• Very interesting and productive year for both experiments

• Could only give a brief summary of results.

• This year promises to be even more exciting....

• At least 15 fb-1 at 8 TeV

• For more information:

• https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults

• https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/ExoticsPublicResults
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsEXO
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Backup
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Source Lumi fb-1 Ref
Search for high–mass dilepton resonances with 5/fb of pp collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV 
with the ATLAS experiment

4.9 ATLAS-CONF-2012-007

Search for a heavy gauge boson decaying to a charged lepton and a neutrino in 1 fb-1 
of pp collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV using the ATLAS detector

1.04 arXiv:1108.1316

Search for Resonances in the Dilepton Mass Distribution in pp Collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 
TeV

1.1 CMS-PAS EXO-11-019

A Search for ttbar Resonances in the Dilepton Channel in 1.04 fb-1 of pp Collisions at √s 
= 7 TeV

1.04 ATLAS-CONF-2011-123

Search for Extra Dimensions using diphoton events in 7 TeV proton-proton collisions with 
the ATLAS detector

2.12 arXiv:1112.2194

Search for signatures of extra dimensions in the diphoton mass spectrum at the Large 
Hadron Collider

2.2 arXiv :1112.0688

Search for resonances in the dijet mass spectrum from 7 TeV pp collisions at CMS 1 Phys. Lett. B 704, 123 (2011)

Search for New Physics in the Dijet Mass Distribution using 1 fb^-1 of pp Collision Data 
at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV collected by the ATLAS Detector

1 Phys. Lett. B 708, 37 (2012)

Search for production of resonant states in the photon-jet mass distribution using pp 
collisions at sqrt(s) = 7 TeV collected by the ATLAS detector

2.11 arXiv:1112.3580

Search for new particles decaying to ZZ using final states with leptons and jets with the 
ATLAS detector in sqrt(s) = 7 Tev proton-proton collisions

1.02 arXiv:1203.0718

Search for New Phenomena in Events with Four Charged Leptons 1.02 ATLAS-CONF-2011-144

Search for heavy narrow resonances decaying to t ̄t in the muon+jets channel 1.14 CMS-PAS-TOP-10-055

A Search for tt ̄ Resonances in the Lepton Plus Jets Channel using 200 pb−1of pp 
Collisions at √s = 7 TeV 0.2 ATLAS-CONF-2011-087

Search for BSM t ̄t Production in the Boosted All-Hadronic Final State 0.886 CMS-PAS-EXO-11-006
Search for heavy narrow resonances decaying to t ̄t in the electron+jets channel 4.33 CMS-PAS-TOP-10-092

Search for resonant WZ production in the WZ lnul'l' channel in sqrt(s) = 7 TeV pp 
collisions with the ATLAS detector 1 EXOT - 2011 - 24 ???????????????????

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2012-007/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2012-007/
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1369192/files/EXO-11-019-pas.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1369192/files/EXO-11-019-pas.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2011-123/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2011-123/
https://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1370237
https://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1370237
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• Selection

• The triggered events are required to have a primary vertex with at 
least three associated charged particle tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV.

• dielectron channel, two Medium electron candidates are required 
with transverse energy ET > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.47

• dimuon channel, two muon candidates of opposite charge are 
required, each satisfying pT > 25 GeV.

• For both channels, the dominant and irreducible background is 
due to the Z/γ∗ (Drell-Yan) process, characterized by the same 
final state as the signal.

•
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ATLAS NOTE
ATLAS-CONF-2012-007

March 1, 2012

Search for high–mass dilepton resonances with 5 fb

�1
of pp collisions atp

s = 7 TeV with the ATLAS experiment

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

This note reports on a search for narrow high-mass resonances decaying into dilepton
final states. The data, recorded by the ATLAS experiment in pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV

at the Large Hadron Collider, correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 4.9 (5.0) fb�1

in the e+e� (µ+µ�) channel. No statistically significant excess above the Standard Model
expectation is observed, and upper limits are set at the 95% confidence level on the cross
section times branching fraction of Z0 resonances and Randall-Sundrum gravitons decaying
into dileptons as a function of the resonance mass. A lower limit of 2.21 TeV on the mass of
the Sequential Standard Model Z0 boson is set. A Randall-Sundrum graviton with coupling
k/MPl = 0.1 is excluded at 95% confidence level for masses below 2.16 TeV.

CONF-2012-007 

Table 3: Summary of systematic uncertainties on the expected numbers of events at m`+`� = 2 TeV.
NA indicates that the uncertainty is not applicable, and “-” denotes a negligible entry.

Source Dielectrons Dimuons
Signal Background Signal Background

Normalization 5% NA 5% NA
PDF/↵s /scale NA 20% NA 20%
Electroweak corrections NA 4.5% NA 4.5%
E�ciency - - 6% 6%
W + jets and QCD background NA 3.5% NA -
Total 5% 21% 8% 21%
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Figure 3: The expected and observed 95% C.L. upper limits on �B as a function of mass for Z0 (left) and
G⇤ (right) models for the electron channel. The thickness of the Z0SSM (left) and the G⇤ for k/MPl=0.1
(right) theory curves illustrate the theoretical uncertainties.

of �B(Z ! ll). The expected exclusion limits are determined using pseudo-experiments containing only
SM processes, by evaluating the 95% C.L. upper limits for each pseudo-experiment for each fixed value
of mZ0 (mG⇤). The median of the distribution of limits represents the expected limit. The ensemble of
limits is used to find the 68% and 95% envelopes of the expected limits as a function of mZ0 (mG⇤).

Figure 3 shows the 95% C.L. observed and expected exclusion limits on �B(Z0 ! e+e�) and on
�B(G⇤ ! e+e�). It also shows the theoretical cross section times branching fraction for the Z0SSM and for
E6-motivated Z0 models with the lowest and highest �B. The same information is shown in Figure 4 for
the muon channel. Figure 5 shows the combined dielectron and dimuon 95% C.L. observed and expected
exclusion limits on �B(Z0 ! ll) and on �B(G⇤ ! ll).

Figure 6 shows the ratio between the observed limit and the expected cross section times branch-
ing fraction as a function of the Z0 mass for the SSM model, for previous results at the Tevatron and
in ATLAS, together with the results presented here. Mass limits obtained for the Z0SSM and G⇤ (with
k/MPl=0.1) are displayed in Table 4. The combined mass limits on the E6-motivated models and the G⇤

with various couplings are given in Table 5.
Figures 7 and 8 show event displays of the dielectron and dimuon candidates reconstructed with the

highest invariant mass.
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Table 4: The observed (expected) 95% C.L. mass lower limits in TeV on Z0SSM resonance and G⇤ graviton
(with k/MPl=0.1), for the dielectron and dimuon channels separately and for their combination.

Model Mass limit [TeV]
e+e� µ+µ� `+`�

Z0SSM 2.07 (2.14) 1.99 (2.01) 2.21 (2.26)
G⇤ 2.03 (2.05) 1.90 (1.92) 2.16 (2.17)

Table 5: The observed 95% C.L. lower limits on the masses of E6-motivated Z0 bosons and RS gravitons
G⇤ for various values of the coupling k/MPl. Both lepton channels are combined.

E6 Z0 models RS graviton
Model/Coupling Z0 Z0N Z0⌘ Z0I Z0S Z0� 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.1
Mass limit [TeV] 1.76 1.78 1.84 1.84 1.90 1.96 0.91 1.45 1.71 2.16

8 Conclusion

The ATLAS detector has been used to search for narrow, high-mass resonances in the dilepton invariant
mass spectrum. Proton-proton collision data with integrated luminosities of 4.9 (5.0) fb�1 in the dielec-
tron (dimuon) channel have been used. The observed invariant mass spectra are consistent with the SM
expectations. Limits are set on the cross section times branching fraction �B. The resulting lower limits
on the mass of a new resonance are 2.21 TeV for a Sequential Standard Model Z0, 1.76�1.96 TeV for
various E6-motivated Z0 bosons and 0.91 TeV�2.16 TeV for a Randall-Sundrum graviton with couplings
(k/MPl) in the range 0.01�0.1.
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• CMS dilepton individual 
channels.
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• Backgrounds

• Main background to the W′ → lν signal: high-mT tail of 
SM W boson decay to the same final state. 

• Electroweak background: Z bosons decaying into 
two leptons (only 1 reconstructed), W or Z τ decay, 
where a τ subsequently decays to u/e, and diboson 
production.. 

• QCD background: tt ̄production (most important for 
the lowest W ′- about 10% of the background after 
event selection). Other strong-interaction background 
sources, where a light or heavy hadron decays 
semileptonically or a jet is misidentified as an electron, 
are estimated to be at most 10% of the total 
background in the electron channel and a negligible 
fraction in the muon channel, again after final 
selection. These are called QCD background in the 
following.

• Triggers: e pT > 20 GeV (98%) ; mu pT> 22 or 40 
(80-90%)

• To suppress the QCD background, the lepton is 
required to be isolated.
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Search for a heavy gauge boson decaying to a charged lepton and a neutrino in

1 fb!1 of pp collisions at
"
s = 7 TeV using the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

The ATLAS detector at the LHC is used to search for heavy charged gauge bosons (W !), decaying to a charged lepton
(electron or muon) and a neutrino. Results are presented based on the analysis of pp collisions at a center-of-mass
energy of 7 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.04 fb"1. No excess above Standard Model expectations
is observed. A W ! with Sequential Standard Model couplings is excluded at the 95% confidence level for masses up to
2.15 TeV.

1. Introduction

The high-energy collisions at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider provide new opportunities to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM) of strong and electroweak
interactions. One extension common to many models is
the existence of additional heavy gauge bosons [1], the
charged ones commonly denoted W !. Such particles are
most easily searched for in their decay to a charged lepton
(electron or muon) and a neutrino.

This letter describes such a search performed using
7 TeV pp collision data collected with the ATLAS detec-
tor during 2011 and corresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of 1.04 fb"1. No W ! signal is observed, and
the data are used to extend current limits [2, 3, 4] on !B
(cross section times branching fraction) as a function of
W ! mass. The significant improvement over the previous
ATLAS result [4] comes mostly from the increase in avail-
able integrated luminosity, but also reflects optimization of
the event selection and increased acceptance in the muon
channel. A lower limit on the mass of a W ! boson in the
Sequential Standard Model (SSM), i.e. the extended gauge
model of Ref. [5] with W ! coupling to WZ set to zero, is
also reported. In this model, the W ! has the same cou-
plings to fermions as the SM W boson and thus a width
which increases linearly with the W ! mass.

The analysis presented here identifies candidates in the
electron and muon channels and sets separate limits for
W ! # e" and W ! # µ". In addition, combined limits are
evaluated, assuming the same branching fraction for both
channels. The kinematic variable used to identify the W !

is the transverse mass

mT =
!

2pTEmiss
T (1! cos#l!), (1)

which displays a Jacobian peak that falls sharply above
the resonance mass. Here pT is the lepton transverse mo-
mentum, Emiss

T is the magnitude of the missing transverse
momentum (missing ET), and #l! is the angle between

the pT and missing ET vectors. Throughout this letter,
transverse refers to the plane perpendicular to the collid-
ing beams, longitudinal means parallel to the beams, $
and # are the polar and azimuthal angles with respect to
the longitudinal direction, and pseudorapidity is defined
as % = ! ln(tan($/2)).

The main background to the W ! # &" signal comes
from the high-mT tail of SM W boson decay to the same
final state. Other backgrounds are Z bosons decaying into
two leptons where one lepton is not reconstructed, W or Z
decaying to ' -leptons where a ' subsequently decays to an
electron or muon, and diboson production. These are col-
lectively referred to as the electroweak (EW) background.
In addition, there is a background contribution from tt̄ pro-
duction which is most important for the lowest W ! masses
considered here, where it constitutes about 10% of the
background after event selection. Other strong-interaction
background sources, where a light or heavy hadron decays
semileptonically or a jet is misidentified as an electron, are
estimated to be at most 10% of the total background in
the electron channel and a negligible fraction in the muon
channel, again after final selection. These are called QCD
background in the following.

2. Data

The ATLAS detector [6] has three major components:
the inner tracking detector, the calorimeter and the muon
spectrometer. Charged particle tracks and vertices are re-
constructed with silicon pixel and silicon strip detectors
covering |%| < 2.5 and transition radiation detectors cov-
ering |%| < 2.0, all immersed in a homogeneous 2 T mag-
netic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. This
tracking detector is surrounded by a finely-segmented, her-
metic calorimeter system that covers |%| < 4.9 and pro-
vides three-dimensional reconstruction of particle showers.
It uses liquid argon for the inner, electromagnetic com-
partment followed by a hadronic compartment based on
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Table 2: Expected numbers of events in 1.04 fb!1 from the various
background sources in each decay channel for mT > 891 GeV, the
region used to search for a W " with a mass of 1500 GeV. The W ! !"
and Z ! !! entries include the expected contributions from the # -
lepton. No muon events are found in the tt̄ sample above this mT

threshold. The uncertainties are statistical.

e! µ!

W ! "! 1.59 ± 0.13 1.36 ± 0.13
Z ! "" 0.00010 ± 0.00004 0.095 ± 0.005
diboson 0.08 ± 0.08 0.11 ± 0.08
tt̄ 0.08 ± 0.08 0
QCD 0 +0.17

!0 0.01 +0.02
!0.01

Total 1.75 +0.24
!0.18 1.57 ± 0.15

is good. Table 2 shows as an example how di!erent sources
contribute to the background for mT > 891 GeV, the re-
gion used to search for a W " with a mass of 1500 GeV.
The W ! "! background dominates. The Z ! "" back-
ground is much larger in the muon channel because most
of the energy of the undetected muon is not captured in
the calorimeter.

5. Statistical analysis

A Bayesian analysis is performed to determine if there
is significant evidence for existence of a W " ! "! signal
above the SM background and to set limits on that process.
For each candidate mass and decay channel, events are
counted above an mT threshold, mT > mTmin, with the
threshold chosen to maximize sensitivity. The expected
number of events in each channel is

Nexp = #sigLint$B +Nbg, (4)

where Lint is the integrated luminosity of the data sample
and #sig is the event selection e"ciency, i.e. the fraction
of events that pass event selection criteria and have mT

above threshold. Nbg is the expected number of back-
ground events. Using Poisson statistics, the likelihood to
observe Nobs events is

L(Nobs|$B) =
(Lint#sig$B +Nbg)Nobse!(Lint!sig"B+Nbg)

Nobs!
.(5)

Uncertainties are handled by introducing Gaussian nui-
sance parameters %i, each with a probability density func-
tion (pdf) gi(%i), and integrating the product of the Pois-
son likelihood with the pdfs. The integrated likelihood
is

LB(Nobs|!B) =

!
L(Nobs|!B)

"
gi("i)d"i. (6)

The nuisance parameters are taken to be the explicit de-
pendencies: Lint, #sig and Nbg, with the latter evaluated
at the central value of Lint. Correlations between the nui-
sance parameters are neglected. This is justified by the

small e!ect that the nuisance parameters themselves have
on the limits, as demonstrated below.

The measurements in the two decay channels are com-
bined assuming the same branching fraction for each. Equa-
tion (6) remains valid with the Poisson likelihood replaced
by the product of the Poisson likelihoods for the two chan-
nels. The electron and muon integrated luminosity mea-
surements are fully correlated. The selection e"ciencies
are uncorrelated and the background levels are partly cor-
related, including only the full correlation between the
cross section uncertainties in the two channels. The ef-
fect of this correlation is small: if it is not included, the
observed $B limits for the lowest mass points improve by
2% and those for the high-mass points are unchanged.

Bayes theorem gives the posterior probability that the
W " ! "! has signal strength $B:

Ppost($B|Nobs) = NLB(Nobs|$B)Pprior($B) (7)

where Pprior($B) is the assumed prior probability, here
chosen to be one (i.e. flat in $B) for $B > 0. The con-
stant factorN normalizes the total probability to one. The
posterior probability is evaluated for each mass and each
decay channel and their combination, and then used to
assess discovery significance and set a limit on $B.

6. Parameter estimation and systematics

The inputs for the evaluation of LB (and hence Ppost)
are Lint, #sig, Nbg, Nobs and the uncertainties on the first
three. Except for Lint and its uncertainty, these inputs are
all listed in Table 3. The uncertainties on #sig and Nbg ac-
count for simulation statistics and all relevant experimen-
tal and theoretical e!ects except for the uncertainty on the
integrated luminosity. The latter is included separately to
allow for the correlation between signal and background.
The table also lists the predicted numbers of signal events,
Nsig, with their uncertainties accounting for the uncertain-
ties in both #sig and the cross-section calculation.

The maximum value for the signal selection e"ciency is
at mW ! = 1500 GeV. For lower masses, the e"ciency falls
because the relative mT threshold, mTmin/mW ! , increases
to reduce the background level. For higher masses, the
e"ciency falls because a large fraction of the cross section
goes to o!-shell production with m#$ " mW ! .

The fraction of fully simulated signal events that pass
the event selection and are above the mT threshold pro-
vides the initial estimate of #sig for each mass. Small
corrections are made to account for the di!erence in ac-
ceptance at NNLO (obtained from FEWZ) and that in
the LO simulation. These vary from a 7% increase for
mW ! = 500 GeV to a 10% decrease for mW ! = 2500 GeV.
Contributions from W " ! &! with the & -lepton decaying
leptonically have been neglected and would increase the
W " event selection e"ciencies by 3-4% for the highest
masses. The background level is estimated for each mass
by summing the EW and tt̄ event counts from simulation,

4

Table 4: Relative uncertainties on the event selection e!ciency and background level for a W ! with a mass of 1500 GeV. The e!ciency
uncertainties include contributions from trigger, reconstruction and event selection. The cross section uncertainty for !sig is that assigned to
the acceptance correction described in the text. The last row gives the total uncertainties.

!sig Nbg

Source e" µ" e" µ"
E!ciency 3% 4% 3% 4%
Energy/momentum resolution - 2% 3% 1%
Energy/momentum scale 1% 1% 5% 3%
QCD background - - 10% 1%
Monte Carlo statistics 3% 3% 9% 10%
Cross section (shape/level) 3% 3% 10% 10%
All 5% 6% 18% 15%
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as a function of mass for this measurement and from CDF [2],
CMS [3] and the previous ATLAS search [4]. The cross section calcu-
lations assume the W ! has the same couplings as the standard model
W boson. The region above each curve is excluded at the 95% CL.

measurements. The comparison is made using the ratio of
the limit to the calculated value of #B, a quantity that is
proportional to the square of the coupling strength. The
NNLO cross sections in Table 1 are used for both the AT-
LAS and CMS points. The limits presented here provide
significant improvement for masses above 600 GeV.

8. Conclusions

The ATLAS detector has been used to search for new
heavy charged gauge bosons decaying to a lepton plus
missing ET. The search is performed in pp collisions at!
s = 7 TeV using 1.04 fb!1 of integrated luminosity. No

excess above SM expectations is observed. Bayesian lim-
its on #B are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. These are the best
published limits for mW ! > 600 GeV. A W " with SSM
couplings is excluded for masses up to 2.15 TeV at the
95% CL.
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• Two final states

• lljj, where l = e or μ, includes events in which one Z boson decays into electrons or muons, and the 
other Z boson decays into two jets.

• llll, both Z bosons decay into electrons or muons.

• Below a graviton mass (mG∗ ) of 500 GeV, llll dominates combined llll+lljj sensitivity due to the v low 
background rate. Above 500 GeV, the background in lljj yield decreases rapidly with mG∗ , and this final 
state gains importance due to the larger branching fraction.

• Selection

• lljj: exactly two isolated electrons or exactly two isolated muons, each with pT > 20 GeV accompanied 
by two or more jets, each with pT > 25 GeV. 

• Two signal regions are chosen to maximize the sensitivity to a low-mass (mG∗ < 500 GeV) and 
high-mass signal. In the low-mass region, the pT of the lepton pair system is required to be 
greater than 50 GeV, and similarly the system formed by the two highest pT jets is required to 
have pT greater than 50 GeV. In the high-mass region, both pT thresholds are raised to 200 GeV. 

• In both regions, a signal will manifest itself as a peak in the lljj invariant mass. The signal definition 
requires that the two jets result from the decay of a Z boson and therefore have an invariant mass 
near the Z boson pole mass. The dijet mass, mjj, is thus required to be between 65 GeV and 115 
GeV for both low- and high-mass signals. This mjj range was chosen to optimize sensitivity.

• The primary background with this event selection is production of a Z/γ∗ bo- son with associated 
jets. Secondary backgrounds are tt ̄ and diboson production (WZ,ZZ).

• llll - The invariant mass of the ZZ diboson system must be greater than 300 GeV.

• The primary SM source of events with four charged leptons is (Z/γ∗)(Z/γ∗) pro- duction, which we 
abbreviate as ZZ.
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Search for new particles decaying to ZZ using final

states with leptons and jets with the ATLAS detector

in

p
s = 7 TeV proton-proton collisions

Abstract

A search is presented for a narrow resonance decaying to a pair of Z bosons
using data corresponding to 1.02 fb�1 of integrated luminosity collected by the
ATLAS experiment from pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV. Events containing ei-

ther four charged leptons (````) or two charged leptons and two jets (``jj) are
analyzed and found to be consistent with the Standard Model background ex-
pectation. Lower limits on a resonance mass are set using the Randall-Sundrum
(RS1) graviton model as a benchmark. Using both ```` and ``jj events, an RS1
graviton with k/m̄pl = 0.1 and mass between 325 and 845 GeV is excluded
at 95% confidence level. In addition, the ```` events are used to set a fiducial
cross section limit of �fid(pp ! X ! ZZ) < 0.92 pb at 95% confidence level
for any new sources of ZZ production with m

ZZ

greater than 300 GeV.

1. Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics allows for resonant production
of Z boson pairs (ZZ) solely through the production and decay of the Higgs
boson. However, some extensions to the SM predict additional mechanisms for
resonant ZZ production. For example, models of warped extra dimensions [1,
2] predict two such resonances: excited states of the spin-2 graviton (G⇤) and
the spin-0 radion (R). Searches for such gravitons by the ATLAS Collaboration
have excluded at 95% confidence level masses smaller than 1.63 TeV in dilepton
final states [3] and smaller than 1.9 TeV in diphoton final states [4]; CMS has
excluded masses below 1.84 TeV in diphoton final states [5]. Recent versions of
these models [6] in which all SM fields propagate in these new dimensions predict
enhanced coupling of the graviton to the ZZ final state and suppressed decay
rates to light fermion and diphoton states. Observation of graviton production
and decay to a pair of Z bosons would be striking evidence for physics beyond
the Standard Model.

This letter describes the search for a new particle decaying to the ZZ final
state using the RS1 excited graviton (G⇤) as a benchmark model [1]. This
search uses 1.02 fb�1 of integrated luminosity collected between February and

Preprint submitted to Physics Letters B March 6, 2012
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Figure 1: Distribution of ``jj invariant mass for events satisfying the low-mass signal selection
(upper) and high-mass signal selection (lower). These distributions contain both eejj and
µµjj events. The hatched area shows the uncertainty on the background prediction.
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Table 2: Expected background contributions (ZZ and misidentified lepton) and observed
events inside the ZZ control region in 1.02 fb�1, for events with two opposite-sign same-
flavor pairs, each with mass m

``

2 [66, 116] GeV, and the four lepton mass m

````

< 300 GeV.
The first quoted uncertainty is statistical; the second systematic.

Process e+e�e+e� µ+µ�µ+µ� e+e�µ+µ�

µ+µ�e+e�

ZZ 1.3± 0.1± 0.1 2.5± 0.1± 0.1 3.6± 0.1± 0.1
Mis. lep. 0.01 +0.02

�0.01
+0.02
�0.01 0.3 +0.9

�0.3 ± 0.2 0.0 +1.0
�0.0

+0.8
�0.0

Total Bkg. 1.3± 0.1± 0.1 2.7 +0.9
�0.3 ± 0.3 3.6 +1.0

�0.1
+0.8
�0.1

Data 2 6 1

Table 3: Background estimates in 1.02 fb�1 of data in the m

````

> 300GeV signal region.
Also shown are expected yields for G⇤ ! ZZ samples for a coupling of k/m̄pl = 0.1. The first
quoted uncertainty is statistical; the second systematic.

Process Total
ZZ 1.9± 0.1± 0.1
Misident. leptons 0.02 +1.0

�0.01
+0.8
�0.02

Total Bkg. 1.9 +1.0
�0.1

+0.8
�0.1

Data 3
G⇤(325GeV) 590± 40± 30
G⇤(350GeV) 71± 3± 4
G⇤(500GeV) 12± 0.5± 0.6
G⇤(750GeV) 1.5± 0.1± 0.1
G⇤(1000GeV) (2.7± 0.2± 0.1)⇥ 10�1

G⇤(1250GeV) (6.6± 0.4± 0.3)⇥ 10�2

G⇤(1500GeV) (1.9± 0.1± 0.1)⇥ 10�2

11
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Search for resonant WZ production in the WZ lnul'l' channel in sqrt(s) = 7 TeV pp collisions with the ATLAS detector

• Heavy particles that can decay to gauge boson 
pairs are 12 predicted by many scenarios of 
new physics, including the Extended Gauge 
Model (EGM), Extra Dimensions, and 
Technicolor models.

• Limits

• Exclude EGM W′ bosons with masses up to 760 
GeV

• LSTC ρT tech- nimesons with masses up to 467 
GeV and 456 GeV are 417 excluded at 95% CL for 
maT = 1.1mρT and maT ≫ mρT respectively using 
the pythia implementation of ρT pro- duction.

• Assuming the kinematics of the W′ produc- 420 
tion and decay are valid for the ρT technimeson, 
ρT with masses up to 483 GeV and 469 GeV are 
excluded for maT = 1.1mρT and maT ≫ mρT 
respectively. The specific mass hierarchy 
assumption mρT = mπT + mW and the mixing 
angle sin χ = 1/3 are used.

•
27
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TABLE I: The estimated background yields, the observed number of data events, and the predicted signal yield for a W ! boson
with a mass of 750 GeV and a !T technimeson with a mass of 500 GeV using pythia are shown after applying all signal selection
cuts, for each of the four considered channels and for their combination. For the !T production, the relation maT

= 1.1!m!T

is used. The first error denotes the statistical uncertainty and the second the systematic uncertainty.
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0.09 0.48 ± 0.09 +
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0.09 0.63 ± 0.10 +
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0.13
0.04 1.7 ± 0.2 +

"

0.4
0.2

Z# 1.3 ± 0.6 ± 0.4 " 1.0 ± 0.4 ± 0.8 " 2.3 ± 0.7 +
"
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$$! + jets 1.1 ± 0.4 ± 0.7 1.3 ± 0.5 +
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0.8 3.0 ± 0.7 +

"

1.6
1.9 1.0 ± 0.4 +
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0.5
0.6 6.4 ± 1.0 +

"

3.2
4.0

Overall backgrounds 8.9 ± 0.8 ± 1.0 9.3 ± 0.5 +
"

0.8
1.0 13.6 ± 0.8 +
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Data 9 7 16 16 48

W ! # WZ (mW! = 750 GeV) 0.74 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 0.82 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 1.10 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 3.64 ± 0.08 ± 0.19

!T # WZ (m!T = 500 GeV) 0.68 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 0.79 ± 0.06 ± 0.05 0.97 ± 0.07 ± 0.05 1.11 ± 0.07 ± 0.07 3.55 ± 0.13 ± 0.20
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FIG. 3: The observed and expected limits on %!Br for W ! # WZ (a) and pp # !T , aT # WZ (b). The theoretical prediction
is shown with a systematic uncertainty of 5% due to the choice of PDF and is estimated by comparing the di!erences between
the predictions of the nominal PDF set MRST2007 LO# and the ones given by MSTW2008 LO PDF using the LHAPDF
framework. The green and yellow bands represent respectively the 1% and 2% uncertainty on the expected limit.
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TABLE I: The estimated background yields, the observed number of data events, and the predicted signal yield for a W ! boson
with a mass of 750 GeV and a !T technimeson with a mass of 500 GeV using pythia are shown after applying all signal selection
cuts, for each of the four considered channels and for their combination. For the !T production, the relation maT

= 1.1!m!T

is used. The first error denotes the statistical uncertainty and the second the systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 3: The observed and expected limits on %!Br for W ! # WZ (a) and pp # !T , aT # WZ (b). The theoretical prediction
is shown with a systematic uncertainty of 5% due to the choice of PDF and is estimated by comparing the di!erences between
the predictions of the nominal PDF set MRST2007 LO# and the ones given by MSTW2008 LO PDF using the LHAPDF
framework. The green and yellow bands represent respectively the 1% and 2% uncertainty on the expected limit.
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Figure 3: Reconstructed tt̄ mass for all events (left) and for events with a jet with mass m j > 60 GeV
(right), on linear (top) and logarithmic (bottom) scales. The electron and muon channels have been
added together and all events beyond the range of the histogram have been added to the last bin. The
grey hashed area shows the background normalization uncertainties.
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ATLAS NOTE
ATLAS-CONF-2012-029

March 9, 2012

A Search for tt̄ Resonances in the Lepton Plus Jets Channel using
2.05 fb�1of pp Collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

A search for top quark pair (tt̄) resonances in the lepton plus jets final states has been
performed with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The search uses a data sample corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.05 fb�1 which was recorded in 2011 at a proton-
proton centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. Limits are set on the production cross-section times
branching ratio to top quark pairs of such resonances, ranging from approximately 9.3 pb at
m = 500 GeV to 0.95 pb at m = 1300 GeV, excluding a leptophobic topcolour Z0 boson with
500 GeV < mZ0 < 860 GeV at 95% C.L. In Randall-Sundrum models, Kaluza-Klein gluons
with masses between 500 and 1025 GeV are excluded at 95% C.L.
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Abstract

A search for top quark pair (tt̄) resonances in the lepton plus jets final states has been
performed with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The search uses a data sample corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.05 fb�1 which was recorded in 2011 at a proton-
proton centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. Limits are set on the production cross-section times
branching ratio to top quark pairs of such resonances, ranging from approximately 9.3 pb at
m = 500 GeV to 0.95 pb at m = 1300 GeV, excluding a leptophobic topcolour Z0 boson with
500 GeV < mZ0 < 860 GeV at 95% C.L. In Randall-Sundrum models, Kaluza-Klein gluons
with masses between 500 and 1025 GeV are excluded at 95% C.L.
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ATLAS NOTE

ATLAS-CONF-2012-038

March 11, 2012

Search for New Phenomena in Dijet Mass and Angular Distributions using
4.8 fb!1 of pp Collisions at

"
s= 7 TeV collected by the ATLAS Detector.

The ATLAS collaboration

Abstract

Mass and angular distributions of dijets produced in proton-proton collisions at a center-
of-mass energy

"
s= 7 TeV have been studied with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron

Collider using the full 2011 data set with an integrated luminosity of 4.8 fb!1, and including
dijet masses up to # 4.0 TeV. No resonance-like features have been observed in the dijet
mass spectrum, and all angular distributions are consistent with QCD predictions. New ex-
clusion limits have been set at 95% C.L. for several hypothetical models for physics beyond
the Standard Model: excited quarks with masses below 3.35 TeV, colour octet scalars with
masses below 1.94 TeV, mini quantum black holes with six extra space-time dimensions for
quantum gravity scales below 3.96 TeV, and quark contact interactions below a composite-
ness scale of 7.8 TeV.

ATLAS-CONF-2012-038
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and adding the small QCD contribution in the electron
channel.

The experimental systematic uncertainties include e!-
ciencies for the electron or muon trigger, reconstruction
and selection. Lepton momentum and missing ET re-
sponse, characterized by scale and resolution, are also in-
cluded. Most of these performance metrics are measured
at relatively low pT and their values are extrapolated to
the high-pT regime relevant to this analysis. The uncer-
tainties in these extrapolations are included but are too
small to significantly a"ect the results. The uncertainty
on the QCD background estimate also contributes to the
background level uncertainties for the electron channel. In
some cases, e.g. the missing ET scale and the muon QCD
background, the experimental systematic uncertainties are
significantly reduced from the previous study [4] because
the additional available data allow more precise determi-
nation. In other cases they are similar or even larger, but
have little e"ect on the final results.

Table 4 summarizes the uncertainties on the event se-
lection e!ciencies and background levels for the W ! ! !"
signal with mW ! = 1500 GeV using mT > 891 GeV.

7. Results

None of the observations for any mass in either channel
or their combination has a significance above three-sigma,
so there is no evidence for the observation of W ! ! !".
Table 5 and Fig. 2 present the 95% CL (confidence level)
observed limits on #B for both W ! ! !" decay channels
and their combination. The figure also shows the expected
limits and the theoretical #B for an SSM W !. The inter-
section between the central theoretical prediction and the
observed limits provides the 95% CL lower limit on the
mass. Table 6 presents the expected and observed W !

mass limits for the electron and muon decay channels and
for the combination of the two channels. The observed
combined mass limit is 2.15 TeV.

The above results are obtained using a prior proba-
bility flat in #B. If this prior is replaced by one flat in
coupling strength, the #B limits improve by 20-28% for
mW ! " 1000 GeV and by smaller amounts at the lower
masses. The reference prior [28, 29], which minimizes the
information supplied by the prior, gives intermediate re-
sults. Limits evaluated with CLs [30] for the electron and
muon channels and including all uncertainties are nearly
identical to the corresponding values in Table 5.

Prior to this letter, the best limits for 500 < mW ! <
800 GeV were established by CDF [2] in W ! ! e" with
pp̄ collisions at

#
s = 1.96 TeV using an integrated lumi-

nosity of 5.3 fb"1. At higher masses, the best limits were
set by CMS [3] and ATLAS [4], each combining electron
and muon channels and using pp collisions at

#
s = 7 TeV

with 36 pb"1 of data acquired in 2010. The CDF and
CMS limits were obtained with a Bayesian approach, and
the earlier ATLAS results were established with CLs. Fig-
ure 3 compares the limits obtained here with those earlier
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Figure 2: Expected and observed limits on !B for W !
! e" (top),

W !
! µ" (center), and the combination (bottom) assuming the same

branching fraction for both channels. The NNLO calculated cross
section and its uncertainty are also shown.
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W’ : MET+charged lepton

• Common extension is the 
existence of additional heavy 
charged gauge bosons (W ′) 

• Such particles are most easily 
searched for in their decay to a 
charged lepton (electron or muon) 
and a neutrino. 

• Transverse mass

• Limits

• ATLAS: A W’SSM is excluded for 
masses up to 2.15 TeV 

• CMS: A W’SSM is excluded for 
masses up to ~2.6 TeV 
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CERN-PH-EP-2011-121

Search for a heavy gauge boson decaying to a charged lepton and a neutrino in

1 fb!1 of pp collisions at
"
s = 7 TeV using the ATLAS detector

The ATLAS Collaboration

Abstract

The ATLAS detector at the LHC is used to search for heavy charged gauge bosons (W !), decaying to a charged lepton
(electron or muon) and a neutrino. Results are presented based on the analysis of pp collisions at a center-of-mass
energy of 7 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.04 fb"1. No excess above Standard Model expectations
is observed. A W ! with Sequential Standard Model couplings is excluded at the 95% confidence level for masses up to
2.15 TeV.

1. Introduction

The high-energy collisions at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider provide new opportunities to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM) of strong and electroweak
interactions. One extension common to many models is
the existence of additional heavy gauge bosons [1], the
charged ones commonly denoted W !. Such particles are
most easily searched for in their decay to a charged lepton
(electron or muon) and a neutrino.

This letter describes such a search performed using
7 TeV pp collision data collected with the ATLAS detec-
tor during 2011 and corresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of 1.04 fb"1. No W ! signal is observed, and
the data are used to extend current limits [2, 3, 4] on !B
(cross section times branching fraction) as a function of
W ! mass. The significant improvement over the previous
ATLAS result [4] comes mostly from the increase in avail-
able integrated luminosity, but also reflects optimization of
the event selection and increased acceptance in the muon
channel. A lower limit on the mass of a W ! boson in the
Sequential Standard Model (SSM), i.e. the extended gauge
model of Ref. [5] with W ! coupling to WZ set to zero, is
also reported. In this model, the W ! has the same cou-
plings to fermions as the SM W boson and thus a width
which increases linearly with the W ! mass.

The analysis presented here identifies candidates in the
electron and muon channels and sets separate limits for
W ! # e" and W ! # µ". In addition, combined limits are
evaluated, assuming the same branching fraction for both
channels. The kinematic variable used to identify the W !

is the transverse mass

mT =
!

2pTEmiss
T (1! cos#l!), (1)

which displays a Jacobian peak that falls sharply above
the resonance mass. Here pT is the lepton transverse mo-
mentum, Emiss

T is the magnitude of the missing transverse
momentum (missing ET), and #l! is the angle between

the pT and missing ET vectors. Throughout this letter,
transverse refers to the plane perpendicular to the collid-
ing beams, longitudinal means parallel to the beams, $
and # are the polar and azimuthal angles with respect to
the longitudinal direction, and pseudorapidity is defined
as % = ! ln(tan($/2)).

The main background to the W ! # &" signal comes
from the high-mT tail of SM W boson decay to the same
final state. Other backgrounds are Z bosons decaying into
two leptons where one lepton is not reconstructed, W or Z
decaying to ' -leptons where a ' subsequently decays to an
electron or muon, and diboson production. These are col-
lectively referred to as the electroweak (EW) background.
In addition, there is a background contribution from tt̄ pro-
duction which is most important for the lowest W ! masses
considered here, where it constitutes about 10% of the
background after event selection. Other strong-interaction
background sources, where a light or heavy hadron decays
semileptonically or a jet is misidentified as an electron, are
estimated to be at most 10% of the total background in
the electron channel and a negligible fraction in the muon
channel, again after final selection. These are called QCD
background in the following.

2. Data

The ATLAS detector [6] has three major components:
the inner tracking detector, the calorimeter and the muon
spectrometer. Charged particle tracks and vertices are re-
constructed with silicon pixel and silicon strip detectors
covering |%| < 2.5 and transition radiation detectors cov-
ering |%| < 2.0, all immersed in a homogeneous 2 T mag-
netic field provided by a superconducting solenoid. This
tracking detector is surrounded by a finely-segmented, her-
metic calorimeter system that covers |%| < 4.9 and pro-
vides three-dimensional reconstruction of particle showers.
It uses liquid argon for the inner, electromagnetic com-
partment followed by a hadronic compartment based on
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Figure 1: Spectra of pT (top), missing ET (center) and mT (bottom) for the electron (left) and muon (right) channels after event selection.
The points represent data and the filled histograms show the stacked backgrounds. Open histograms are W !

! !" signals added to the
background with masses in GeV indicated in parentheses in the legend. The QCD backgrounds estimated from data are also shown. The
signal and other background samples are normalized using the integrated luminosity of the data and the NNLO (approximate-NNLO for tt̄)
cross sections listed in Table 1.
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